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Message from the Headmaster:

Dear Friends,

“Non Nobis Domine sed Nomini Tuo Da Gloriam”
“Not to us, O Lord, but to your name give Glory.”

of our speaker, this past commencement
weekend crowned this year’s efforts
towards building a community that
celebrates the good, true, and beautiful. It
was a weekend that embodied the
mission of The Lyceum.
We are proud of our graduates and
wish them well as they continue their
education in college. We are thankful for
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our faculty,
especially all
those who
made a gift of
their time and
talent to serve
our students.
We are thankful for parents and friends
who encouraged our students to
persevere to the end and to become
“Catholic liberally educated ladies and
gentlemen.”
As we prepare for a new academic year,
with new
students, new
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families and new friends, please keep The
Lyceum in mind. As a small school with
a large mission, we are very indebted to
those who have supported us over this
last year. In case you were not able to see
our front page coverage in The Plain
Dealer last May, we have included a printfriendly version on page 10 of this
newsletter. I hope you will enjoy it.
First Annual Spring Auction
On April 29th, the Lyceum community
came together for The First Annual
Lyceum Spring Auction. Over 150
guests attended the elegant dinner and
silent and live auctions. While guests
dined, the Lyceum Choir sang several
favorite selections of sacred music. It was
thrilling to see so many new faces,
including four of Cleveland’s fine priests.
Aside from raising over $15,000 for
the school, the Spring auction served as a
marvelous time to
communicate the Lyceum
mission to many new friends.
We were proud to premiere
our new 17-minute Lyceum
Video. People were
impressed by the
professional quality of the
video, from the smart design
and honest interviews, to the
great camera shots. Directed
produced, filmed and edited
by Mrs. Gay Eyerman and
Mr. Bob Rogers, The Lyceum video
reflected many, many hours of work on
the part of these two talented and
generous friends of the school. We are so
grateful to them for all their work, and
are happy to report that it has already
proved to be a fantastic marketing tool.
Dedicated Lyceum parents
Dennis and
Mary
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As Lyceum students sang these
words (set to music by the great 16th
century composer William Byrd) I
couldn’t help but to think how fitting
they were as the official closing
words of the 2004-2005 academic
year.
What a glorious
Commencement weekend! The
students performed Shakespeare’s
As you Like It Friday evening to a
standing-room only audience of
over 180 people! After the play,
performers and audience shared a
late night meal at nearby Mexican
restaurant Mi Pueblo. Saturday morning,
students and faculty sang the Mass of the
Holy Spirit at Immaculate Conception
parish, celebrated by Father Bede
Kotlinski. Returning to the school, we
were honored to have guest speaker Dr.
Henry Russell from Ave Maria College in
Ann Arbor, Michigan. Dr. Russell spoke
eloquently about education that centers
on the good the true and the beautiful.
He reminded us of St. Augustine’s
“monumental epic, The City of God, in
which we learn that “all choices lead to
only two places— the City of man or the
City of God, both cities are reached
based upon the single criterion of what
and how we love.”
Whether delighting in a
Shakespeare play, worshiping together at
the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass, or
listening to the wise words

Verum Bonum Pulchrum

Curran Jones, Chelaine Cathcart, Megan Dougherty, Vinny Mullin Nicholas Grecol, Elizabeth Henderson, Michael Danner, Carissa Cathcart, and Emily Bowe
light up the Lyceum’s Giovanni Hall Stage in Shakespeare’s As You Like It, Directed by Miss Jana Draeger. See Dr. Russell’s interpretation of the play on page 3.

Guest double-Harpist Fred Lautzenheiser joins
Lutenist Ron Andrico at the Mignarda concert

Thesis Topics 2005
“Whether or not Christ needs our help.”
~ Carissa Cathcart
“Whether or not the purpose of literature is to teach.”
~ Jessica Dunleavy
“Whether or not the outcome of the Civil War ended the
vision of America as seen by the Founding Fathers.”
~ Elizabeth Henderson.

National Latin Exam Medals
Elizabeth Henderson presents her senior thesis.

Senoir Thesis Night
On Friday evening March 11, 2005
Lyceum seniors presented and
defended their senior theses to the
parents and friends of the Lyceum
gathered in the “Giovanni Hall.”
The Lyceum Senior Thesis
Presentations represent the
culmination of a student’s education at
The Lyceum, the goal of which is the
formation of a Catholic liberally educated
lady or gentleman. When presenting and
defending a thesis, each student
demonstrates both the ability to search
for the truth in a logical manner, and
the ability to present and defend a
position publicly.
The Scholastic Thesis Form
1) State the Question.
2) Pose two or more strong Objections
against the proposed answer.
3) Present a quote from a recognized authority
in support of the proposed answer.
4) Give a well developed, logical argument
in support of the proposed answer.
5) Present answers to the proposed objections.

Seniors first choose a topic that is
philosophical in nature and then work
closely with a tutor to prepare a thesis
that follows the classical scholastic
form perfected by St. Thomas Aquinas.
This year’s second annual thesis
evening went well due to the good work
of the students, but also because of the
intelligent questions and discussions
that followed each presentation. A
good, attentive audience is as important
to this event as is a carefully prepared
thesis, and the Lyceum parents and
friends provided excellent, challenging
questions and comments for the senior
presenters .
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As a classical school, the Lyceum
places great emphasis on the study of
Latin. Lyceum students worked very
hard this year in four separate Latin
classes to gain mastery of this great
and formative language.
We are very proud to announce that
of this year’s participants in the
National Latin Exam, three Lyceum
students won gold and silver medals.
The Lyceum Schola Sings for
Legatus Mass with Bishop

On May 18 t h the Lyceum choir
assembled in the choir loft of Holy
Rosary Parish for the honor of singing
at Holy Mass celebrated by Bishop
Gries. We are always happy to be
invited to sing for Mass, since the
Lyceum choir is a sacred music choiror Schola Cantorum.
The choir sang the Mass for three
voices by Claudio Casciolini, the ever
popular Palestrina favorite O Bone Jesu,
and the ethereal four part Verbum Caro
Factum Est. We are grateful to the
Cleveland chapter of Legatus for
having
invited us.
Mass Program designed by Jim Albrecht
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Rowinski, the chair-persons for the
Spring auction, made the organization
of the whole event look easy. Doing
charitable work might, in fact, be easy
for Dennis and Mary, but as anyone
knows wh o has h ad experie nc e
planning these big events, it takes
months and months of premeditated
and coordinated activity by a veritable
army of volunteers, all arranged in a
multiplicity of distinct committees.
One of the first things The Rowinski’s
did to guarantee success was to enlist
the help of Christi Tripodi, who
inspired us with the energy and
confidence that we needed. When I
walked into the beautifully decorated
hall and saw the calm, confident
Christi marshalling our exceptionally
helpful Lyceum student volunteers to
action, I knew that the evening would
be a great success!
Mignarda Duo Concert
The poets and musicians of the late
French Renaissance struck just the
right balance between wit and wisdom,
pathos and pleasantry, the which we
all experienced during a concert by the
Mignarda Duo on February 24th,
2005. The duo, featuring lutenist Ron
Andrico and mezzo-soprano Donna
Stewart, graced the Lyceum
community with a program of
Renaissance French lute-songs. The
two were joined by the Lyceum
faculty singers, Mark & Stephanie
Langley, Jana Draeger, Mary Bouchey,
and friend Fred Lautzenhieser on
Lassus’ Susanne un Jour, and then by
the Lyceum chorale for Tant Que Vivre.
Our thanks go out to Ron and Donna
for sharing this beautiful, soul-stirring
music with us, and for generously
donating the proceeds of this concert
to the Lyceum scholarship fund.

Our Lady of the Most Holy
Rosary Catholic Church

The Lyceum

Schola Cantorum

Singing for the Legatus Mass
with Bishop Gries
May 18, 2005

even to blow that structure to
smithereens. That is what “mining”
technically means. Hamlet will later
Faculty and staff
use this exact image for what a natural
of the Lyceum,
flaw does to a man and for what the
p a r e n t s ,
Ghost’s words do to his moral
graduates,
structure, a structure that St.
students, families,
Theresa of Avila has famously
and honored
called his Interior Castle.
guests, it is a great
Orlando’s image tells us that a
honor to be the
man or a woman, at least one
punctuation
who would be a gentleperson and
Dr. Henry Russell
mark, the period
lead others, cannot build a fine strong
upon the great sentence of time spent
structure of personhood without
here at the Lyceum by the graduating
education. Either the structure will
class of 2005. It is an especial honor
collapse without a strong foundation
to follow Dr. Regis Martin in this role
or worse, sin will enter in and blow all
of graduation speaker, since Regis is
away. Orlando goes on to say that his
the completely formed union of
brother has “trained me like a
Catholic piety and deep learning, his
peasant, obscuring and hiding from
life and his family are the incarnation
me all gentlemanlike qualities. The
of Catholic culture. I have the happy
spirit of my father grows strong in
position to be one of the foremost
me, and I will no longer endure
Regis imitators. But I do not value
it.” (1.i 65). These words tell us that
myself the less for this role, since all
true education reveals us to ourselves,
art and all learning, indeed all of life,
helping us to see the qualities within
is ultimately imitation of life, of the
us, placed there as special gifts of
world and of the Divine Trinity. But
God, or, to see the gifts placed there
how hard these beautiful things are
in a general way as part of the image
truly to imitate, when the burden of
of God the Father in which all human
Original Sin darkens the intellect and
beings share. How thrilling it would
offers false shadows to the will. But
be to us parents if all our children so
to learn to imitate wisdom, so that
spiritedly cried out for a fine
someday we may truly possess it, is
education to help reveal themselves to
why we gather in schools such as this
themselves. But, if not all children do
most fortunate Lyceum, youngest
so, at least you graduates, your fellow
child, youngest imitator of Aristotle’s
students, and the parents wise and
original place of gathering.
generous enough to send you here to
How appropriate it is that your
The Lyceum, have come to understand
graduation play begins with Orlando’s
in a very real and intimately lived
marvelous complaint about being
manner, just how important are the
denied a true education. He does not
li beral arts for the
protest that his father left him
shaping of the soul.
only one thousand pounds in his
Of course, ours
will but that his brother
is a time unlike
Oliver, as Orlando
Shakespeare’s. His
complains, “mines my
character, and his
gentility with my
character’s audience,
education” (1.1.20). Here
knew both what a
Shakespeare’s language
gentleman was and
says that Oliver has
what it might mean
performed a military
to be a true lover, as
assault by digging a tunnel
Rosalind teaches
under the fortress of
Orlando to be. And
Orlando’s person, either to
Orlando has the
cause the structure to fall
humility to put
Adam (Paul Erickson ‘08) hears the
helplessly into the hole or complaint of Oclando (Nicholas Grecol ‘09) himself to school to
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learn how to speak of love from
Ganymede, God’s cupbearer, so that
he may come to love Rosalind, the
Rose, an old image of our Blessed
Mother, as he properly should. Am I
suggesting an allegory of the love
of the Church here? Maybe. But
on the simpler moral level of the
play, this love education shows
that mere raw feeling is not
enough, love is a discipline of selfcontrol and self-giving, based on a
true knowledge of the true needs and
properly ordered desires of the
beloved. How to love must be taught
through the reason and through the
perpetual call of beauty. But our age
believes that men need not be
gentlemen or ladies, that any style or
mode of self-presentation that one
finds appealing or convenient is an
acceptable standard of human being.
Proceeding from such higgledypiggledy self-chosen definitions of
man we then believe our raw passions
are love enough with which to create
the unity and perfect happiness that
each man’s soul yearns for in the
stillness of his deepest being, whether
he ever sees that or not. No wonder
so many are lost and unhappy in our
untutored age.
But education, as you have come
to know in this sacred space, is the
turning of the soul, as Plato tells us.
Education turns the soul from mere
appetite to a thoughtful
understanding of what is worthy of
love. Why? So that we may love each
thing in God’s cosmos with the
measure of affection due to its being
and its role in the economy of
creation. A baby seal is a worthy and
loveable creature, but it is not worth a
single human life. Two cars and a
boat in the garage are useful and full
of fine and innocent pleasures, but
they are not worth a mother being
absent from her children’s home, or a
father’s failure to come home among
the family most evenings. Individual
pain and anger have a just claim in the
eyes of God and man, but they are
not worth abandoning obedience to
God’s church or to our parents. Yet
such mis-evaluations, of what should
be loved and how much, occur

everyday, with disastrous
consequences for persons, the social
order, the Church and ultimately the
eternal destiny of souls.
St. Augustine in his
monumental epic, The City of God, tells
us that all choices lead to only two
places— the City of man or the City
of God, both cities are reached based
upon the single criterion of what and
how we love. We travel toward and,
mysteriously at the same time, help to
build the City of man when we act as
if we have created ourselves, as if we
exist only for our own self-chosen
purposes and pleasures, as if there is
no one to whom we owe allegiance
who is not stronger or richer than
ourselves, as if this life is the central
purpose of our existence.
The Capitol building of
th a t c i t y h as be e n
insightfully and
chillingly described
by the great poet
Dante Aleghieri in
the volume of his
Divine Comedy
called Inferno or,
simply, Hell. For
what we build in this
life has its final
fulfillment in eternity.
Geoffrey Chaucer has
rollickingly, even hilariously described
the road to that desolate city in many
of his Canterbury pilgrims’ stories and
lives. We laugh because we see our
own failings magnified in them, and
because we yet have hope that we are
less deluded, less driven by the central
principle of that city, cupidity. That
word does not merely mean greed,
that would be far too comforting a
thought. Its root is “desire,” and
desire here is understood as being
motivated only by what we want, no
matter how good what we want may
be in itself—if we desire it only for
the sake of ourself or those we like to
take care of, then we are acting as if
the world is here only for our own
purposes. We say to our Father, with
Satan, not thy will, but my will be
done.
We travel toward and,
mysteriously at the same time, help

build the City of God, when we act
as if we have been created by an
eternal Father, as if we exist mainly
for His omniscient and perfectly good
purposes and pleasures, as if there is
no one to whom we owe allegiance if
that person is not expressing in some
way the will and moral rightness of
our Father, as if the glories, the truths,
and the innumerable beauties of this
life are here to be appropriately
known and enjoyed mainly so that we
may enjoy forever Him who is the
source of all joy, goodness, beauty
and truth, and that this is the central
purpose of our existence. That city
has its Capitol in the beatific vision of
the Divine Trinity, described most
truly in the Revelation of St. John,
and made better
understandable in the
Paradiso of Dante and
the Perelandra of C.S.
Lewis. It is also
beautifully
foreshadowed in
the lyric resolving
moments of all
Shakespearean
comedies, when
divine harmony
comes down to reign
among the lovers, as
Hymen does in the Forest of
Arden (named after Shakespeare’s
openly Catholic relatives), each
person is united with the one who is
truly most suited for him or her, and a
lovely, effectual and even
transcendental peace is created upon
the stage and in the audience for just a
few moments. Of course the closest
way to the city of God is found in the
Holy Sacrifice of the Mass where the
Church in Heaven and the Church on
Earth, the Church Triumphant and
the Church Militant unite in love and
worship of the Divine Trinity. In the
Mass, the central principle of the City
of God, caritas/charity or love in
action, flows down from Heaven, and
flows upward, however feebly, from
us below. For it is the central twofold
demand of God that mere desire be
ordered and turned to love of God
and love of neighbor. There, desire
can find its only true fulfillment.
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But, one may object, can a man
not live in the City of God who has
never gone to school, has never read a
book, never parsed a verb, or mended
a syllogism? Of course he can, and
has, and will again, many times. But if
these two cities are allowed for by
God’s love as final ends, goals, teloi of
human life, he has provided two other
great cities as means to achieve the
pilgrimage to our ends. These are the
cities of Jerusalem and Athens. What
the early church fathers meant by
Athens was the extraordinary
achievement of mind that occurred in
that city. By natural human faculties,
reason led Socrates, Plato, and
Aristotle to understand that reason
was meant to lead to a proper
assessment of what is Good, what is
True and what is Beautiful. Logic
would enable man to separate what is
just and true from what is only
apparently so. Mathematics and
astronomy, all of science, would trace
out the divine order and infinitely
complex plan of the physical world
and show God’s fingerprints in that
lovely design of the Nature that
sustains our physical being. Rhetoric
and music would be the means to
show the beauty of a thought or
embody that beauty in something
which a human being might enact.
Of course each of these disciplines
and knowledges would interpenetrate
and illumine each other, ultimately
leading man up a ladder of love, all
the way to God, as Plato expresses it
in his crushingly anti-homosexual
dialogue, The Symposium.
This great achievement of
Athens, that put the Good, the True
and the Beautiful at the center of
human life rather than wealth, power,
and cruelty were the inspiration for
Rome’s statesmen and her greatest
poet Virgil, whose Aeneid told the
Roman Empire that she owed her
power to the will of God, and that all
political powers and human efforts
are parts of a master plan,
subordinated to the purposes of a
benevolent and all-seeing will and
guide. How strange that so many
Americans have forgotten what a
pagan knew two thousand years ago!

Is it any wonder that education must
go back to ancient sources rather than
calling progress any may-fly fad of the
present? The founding fathers of the
United States shaped their ideals in
large part on the Roman ideals of
Virgil and Cicero, who in their turn
owed their civilized minds to Greek
schoolmasters.
Yet Athens is always
incomplete. Because human reason
alone is not capable, as St. Thomas
Aquinas tells us, of discovering what
must be revealed by God. No human
mind ever imagined the creation from
nothing; nor the incarnation of God
as man—what we know as the
hypostatic union of two natures—one
divine, one human in one person; nor
the coexistence of three persons in
one substance of the Divine Trinity,
nor the Crucifixion and Resurrection
as the means of our Salvation; nor the
transubstantiation of bread and wine
into the body, blood, soul, and
divinity of Christ. These truths no
amount of science, mathematics, logic
or imagination could envision had
they not been first revealed. These
truths were reserved for Jerusalem.
In an act beyond any human
understanding God chose the Jews as
his chosen people. Upon them he
poured the riches of knowledge about

his being, his actions, his
demands and his gifts. And
of course they crucified their
Messiah and Jerusalem was
destroyed. The Catholic
Church is the new Jerusalem
where the deposit of God’s
revelations is treasured up
and followed. What need
has such a city of Athens?
It is no accident that the
Aramaic scriptures were soon put into
the Greek Septuagint and later into
the Latin Vulgate of St. Jerome. The
early fathers debated the heresies of
their fellow believers using the logical
distinguishing which Socrates had
taught the world. They wrote in

Jerusalem needed Athens,
just as Athens desperately
needed Jerusalem,
at the Incarnation, and now.
That is precisely why
the living God
formed both separately
and then brought them together.
heartbreakingly beautiful language of
the mysteries of God, and simple
believers painted lovely frescoes in the
catacombs of Rome. Everywhere the
use of Athenian/Roman learning
became the vehicle for the revelations
of Jerusalem. The great culmination
of that process was in the work of St.
Augustine where the finest of Athens
met the holiest of Jerusalem after the
tears of Monica had prevailed upon
our Lord to give faith to her son.
Ever since, all through the High
Middle Ages, beauty, truth and
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goodness have been unlocked from
the staggeringly compressed truths of
Jerusalem by the techniques of art,
science, logic and rhetoric. The
Doctrines of the Trinity or of the
hypostatic union or transubstantiation
were not bluntly and clearly outlined
by Jerusalem, but the Church came to
know them both through the actions
of the Holy Spirit and the techniques
of logical analysis. The beauty of the
face of Christ or of His Blessed
M o t he r w a s n o t d e s c r i b e d bu t
repeatedly imaged by the glorious
imagination of men who knew that
there must be visual analogues to
holiness, to submission, to wisdom, to
justice. Gregorian chant, Giovanni
Pierluigi Palestrina’s polyphony and
later Bach’s cantatas taught us how
to sing a music fit for the glories of
God.
For while it does not always
require the knowledge of Athens to
come to the city of God, in God’s
economy of salvation such
knowledge, the knowledge of the
Liberal Arts, the trivium and
quadrivium, has been a steady
embodiment and exfoliation of the
infinite complexity of His ways to
man. But why is the study of the
Liberal Arts superior to the study of
electronics or American History or
hotel and golf-course management.
Do these things have no place in the
economy of God? Do they not, in
some way point back to the truths of
God who made us need computers
and hotels and need a government to
do justice? Of course they do, but, it
is the particular genius of the Liberal
Arts both to divide and to unify, to
analyze as we say and to synthesize.
They came to full being in the mind

of men who practiced them to know the Good, to know as
much of their fellow men and God as they could. In the
hands of Catholicism these arts strove to form a unified
vision of all phenomenon which men had ever
discovered in the world of the flesh and of the spirit. This
is why a Medieval Cathedral contains images of harvesters
and kings, of saints and sinners, of demon gargoyles
and angels—it is not a mere random collection, but a
wholistic portrait of the universe. In a cathedral of
the High Middle Ages, the light of the rising sun
falls upon the Holy Eucharist of the first mass of
the day. Thus the light of Heaven from God’s
created sun and the light of the begotten Son who
came down from Heaven to earth and who comes in each
and every Eucharist, are joined and show as one each day.
This is the kind of unifying vision which follows when the
liberal arts of Athens are joined to Jerusalem.
The symbols of the secular world are the dynamo,
the encyclopedia and the internet. All are useful, yet
all are chaotic power with no shape, form or ultimate
purpose. The dynamo produces energy to build or to slay,
to travel toward a future or merely to escape, like a man
driving aimlessly in a fast car, the present. The
encyclopedia contains a judicious, elitist, highly learned
selection of knowledge, but no wisdom of what is most
important to know; its only order is the idiot iteration of the
alphabet. No wonder it was the product of the French
Revolutionaries. The internet is a hodge podge of the
sacred, the profane, the useful, the inane. Built by the
money of the US military and universities which grew
bloated on federal dollars, it is, like so much of America,
profoundly socialist and democratic at the same time. Its
great servers can be seized or controlled by great powers,
but its mass of information is contributed by random
individuals. It is pure potency without form, like the chaos
from which Milton believes the world emerged. If the
tower of Babel was a bust, modern man has a sneaking
sense that he is getting away with one in the Internet. It is a
vast horizontal monument to our own sense of chaos.
But however powerful chaos is, the unlikely truth is
that order keeps reasserting itself into the world, like a faint
theme reemerging in a lovely symphony. What modern
man’s irresponsible use of the tools of Athens has taught us
Catholics is just how complex and bountiful are the
particulars of the creation; it is far more wonderful than
even we imagined it when St. Thomas wrote the Summa
Theologiae or Dante wrote The Divine Comedy or when
Shakespeare wrote his tumultuous plays. Not that any of
these works are superceded or can be done without, but
that our minds must stretch to create ever larger visions of
order that show the harmony in ever greater masses of
particulars. But the secular world has despaired that such a
heroic quest even exists, and the Catholic schools have
forgotten that this is their birthright and their burden given
by God. Too often good Catholics have despaired at the
improper uses of Athenian knowledge and proclaimed that
Jerusalem was enough for them, only let their schools teach

holiness, never mind any more than that. But Jerusalem the
City of God is built by the Church and is ever failing here
on earth and being ever renewed by the power of the Holy
Spirit—if that sounds to some of you like the story of
Camelot, it is, since Camelot is only an earthly image of the
city of God in time. But we do not have the option of
saying to our time and to the future—the great men
and women who built the Church Militant in the Past
knew the liberal arts, they thought out the theology,
they wrote the music, they built the cathedrals—we
have no need to learn such things ourselves. If we
take that attitude our theology will be dominated by
heretics, our music will be played on bongo drums,
and our churches will look like factories. More than this,
our brothers and sisters in the factories and the
laboratories, the schools and the chemical-drenched grocery
stores will all believe that there is nothing to life but what
man makes as his city. We will not be able to show
them how the very powers and knowledges which they
deal with everyday sing the praises of the living God
and stand as unknowing servants of His order. It is after
all, microbiology that has proven evolution from chemicals
to be a joke as improbable as the complete composition of
every book ever written by a typewriter that first gathered
itself into being.
Jerusalem needed Athens, just as Athens desperately
required Jerusalem, at the Incarnation, and now. That is
precisely why the living God formed both separately and
then brought them together. Those cities that thought they
were enemies became wed into the marvelous spiritual unity
we call the West. And between them they have shown man
the way to the City of God. You graduates, who combine
the best of both earthly cities, thanks to the vision of your
faculty and the generosity of your parents, are desperately
needed by the Church and by the pagans who live around
you. The Church is becoming ready to envision anew a
great synthesis of all that man knows. Some of the
groundwork for this has been laid by Vatican II and Pope
John Paul the Great, the most Athenian pope the church
has ever had. His philosophical and theological reflections
will be worked out in the Church for the next hundred years
or more. But just at the time when the doctrinal resources
and material possibilities of the Church are growing, the
educational resources of the Church in the US are in a
complete shambles. Catholic universities have been doing
badly now for almost forty years the kind of aimless,
disconnected, hopeless analysis of the world that secular
schools have a thousand times more money to do. Since
they have abandoned the search for a Catholic vision of
how all knowledge speaks the name of God in virtually
every discipline, much less across the disciplines, they are
simply inferior secular schools where students go to mass
more often. What you will need to learn to do in college, in
graduate school, in your working places, in your families, is
to recover what is best that man has long known about, and
then to make new connections of what man once did not
know, in the faith that, sooner or later it all fits into a great
6
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whole which is the order of God.
That order is big enough to contain
what the medievals called fortuna or
chance, what Edmund Spenser called
mutability, and what modern man
fears most--vast stretches of time.
The order is big enough to contain
fractal geometry and chaos theory,
and animal cells with more
information than the library of
Congress. You
personally will only be
able to make a few
small connections, not
the Summa, but that is
just fine. You will
come to know exactly
what a stone mason felt
like in 1300 when he
spent days chipping
smooth one rock to lay
in the first course of
one bay of a new
cathedral.
Some days you won’t be too
thrilled about it, when others around
you are racing after some new
fragment of knowledge from which
they can make money, even while that
technology destroys what they and
their families value. But we Catholics
will be building the new vision of
unified knowledge. Or at least we will
be using what we know to do the
Good, to live out the Truth and to
contemplate, for the formation of the
holy in our souls, the Beautiful.
Your parents and the local
Church have trained you in
the
faith, the

Curran Jones Michael Danner Alexandra Musgrove

as Silvius

as Oliver

as Hymen

Lyceum has trained you to develop
your mind and your imagination to
nourish that faith by learning of the
myriad mysteries of the world around
you. For faith must constantly use
the world of matter, shaping it by
mind and spirit, however much it
protests, into the City of God. As
Catholics we are engaged in a great
lifelong wedding with our Holy
Mother Church. She is, as
As You Like It hints
through the character of
Rosalind, a heavenly bride
paradoxically made up of
earthly men and women, a
bride who paradoxically is
served by a male priesthood
who brings forth the
masculine body and blood
soul and divinity of the Son
of God. In our wedding we
create the community, the
city of God, even as we wait
(who knows how long) to see the
True City and the True Bridegroom.
As Hymen, a figure of the power
of the true God, sings in As You Like
It, to those who have found their true
loves, by faith and education, even
while living in a forest world where
illusion and error are so normal:
“Whiles a wedlock hymn we sing,
Feed yourselves with questioning,
That reason wonder may diminish
How thus we met, and these things finish.”
I pray that you will feed
yourselves with questioning and that
reason may both diminish
your wonder and expand
that wonder
beyond your
wildest dreams.
Because of all
adventures
you will
encounter

Vinny Mullin
as Touchstone

Nicholas Grecol
as Orlando
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in college, in life, in holy orders or in
marriage, how thus we met (how we
all came to be here) and how these
things finish (where we shall all be at
the end of earthly time) is by far the
most exciting, majestic and
beautiful—so much so that the
answer can be enclosed only in the
bosom of God. May God bless you,
your parents and your school.
The preceding address was delivered at The
Lyceum on May 31, 2005, and is reprinted here
by the kind permission of Dr. Henry Russell.

Liberal education, why would
anyone want to do that?

Those of us who are proponents of
classical liberal education have an
uphill battle to fight. Even the phrase
“liberal education” would seemingly
have to be abandoned simply because
of the potential for confusing it with
other types of liberalism. That is why
I often reluctantly choose the phrase
“classical education” to describe the
education we offer at The Lyceum.
In one of those odd ironies of the
English language, Liberal education is
hardly an education for liberals.
Liberal education concerns itself
almost entirely with reading the works
of authors long dead in an attempt to
preserve, or rather conserve, all that is
best in literature and music and art.
Liberal education is about reading and
discussing the canon of authors to
whom Western Civilization owes its
origins. It is about immersing oneself
in the very sources of civilization,
holding fast to its elements and

Dean Rowinski
as Duke Senior

and Elizabeth Henderson
as Rosalind

principles, to time honored truths and
traditions; to the vision of all those
who contributed to civilization.
Of course, there may be those who
read Homer, Aristotle, Aquinas and
Shakespeare for other purposes than
to learn to think like these men. But
true liberal education enables students
to grasp and assimilate the thoughts
of the greatest thinkers in an attempt
to understand the world. We would
be happy if our students could do
nothing more than understand the
great thinkers at all. Perhaps some
might see a bit further standing, as it
were, on the shoulders of such giants.
The end of liberal education is not
first “to think for oneself,” but to
know the truth. To know the truth
that makes one free, this is the end of
liberal education. Liber and libertas, in
Latin, denote freedom, as opposed to
servility and the servile. Liberal
education is the education appropriate
to free men and is a source of that
freedom. Liberal education, this
encounter with and conformity to the
truth, frees man from enslavement to
unruly passions, ignorance, current
intellectual trends and public opinion.
Once freed from these bonds, a man
may choose to live a good life, hold to
the truth, and delight in beauty - not
to please others or gain some practical
reward, but simply because these
things are good, or true, or beautiful.
Once freed, a man might even choose
to serve others, as Christ did. “And
you shall know the Truth, and the
Truth shall make you free.”
Why do we want a liberal education
for our children? Why, simply to
make them
free.

The Lyceum –

Tertio anno incipiente

Photos by Lucya Lebid

We must seize this opportunity to
thank God for the providence that
has made The Lyceum’s existence
possible. With two graduating classes,
a 100% college acceptance rate, and
many new enrollments, The Lyceum
is poised for an excellent third year, in
which students will continue to
immerse themselves in the Classics,
study Latin and Greek, discuss the
great perennial ideas, act in great
drama, sing renaissance sacred music,
learn truth, love goodness, and delight
in beauty!
As much as I would like to think
otherwise, The Lyceum is not a
school for everyone. While classical
education is a privilege, it is also a
great responsibility. Classical
education demands that students be
actively engaged. It demands an
ind ivid u a l res p o ns e f r o m e ac h
student. Classical education does not
come in a glitzy package, republished
and reformatted from year to year.
The textbook industry publishes and
republishes Science, Math, and
History books at a pace that could
make one believe that the stuff of
each course is in a constant state of
flux. Classical education, however,
claims that both the nature of the
mind and the way the mind knows are
the same today as they were in the
beginning. Perennial truth about
nature and about God is the proper
object of classical education, not the
changing conjectures and opinions of
today’s educational trend setters.
Classical education is about learning
to think well; to order one’s thoughts
and words wisely. To do this, one
must know the arts of the Trivium;
Grammar, Rhetoric and Logic.
But attaining to wisdom
presupposes having not only the
tools of thinking (or of learning)
but also a comprehensive
knowledge of the things that God
has ordained for us to speak and
think about, namely the physical
and Spiritual world, and, at last,
Isabel DeRoberts ‘09 as Corin, Vinny Mullin ‘09 as
Himself. Hence the arts and
Touchstone, and Elizabeth Henderson ‘05 as Rosalind/ sciences of the Quadrivium, the

Ganymede in The Lyceum’s production of As You Like It.
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which four arts prefigure all that is
knowable; all practical and speculative
knowledge of the world inside man
and the world outside of man.
We see constant change in the
prevailing educational fashions, with
each new fad, like clothing, replacing
the one previous. Classical education,
however, proposes only the same
time-honored, enduring methods.
And what are these methods?
•Reading the ‘great books’ and discussing
them around a table.
•Asking and answering ‘yes or no’
questions in a sustained dialogue while
pursuing the truth about a question.
•Demonstrating logically a necessary or
probable theorem before a critical audience.
•Reciting or singing from memory the
words or music of those who were wise and
loved beauty.
These are some of the methods
used in a classical education. Young
people deserve to have a few years in
which to fulfill and develop the mind
for its own sake; to have a protected
time when they are not asked to
sacrifice their minds to some
utilitarian end. We at The Lyceum
would love to see each student begin
this kind of education in high school
and continue it at a Catholic four-year
liberal arts college. This would indeed
help them to live the examined life.
John Henry Cardinal Newman
pr o p os e s t h e o bj e c t , ai m s a n d
methods of liberal education in his
Idea of a University. He says:

“This process of training, by
which the intellect, instead of
being formed or sacrificed to some
particular or accidental purpose,
some specific trade or profession,
or study or science, is disciplined
for its own sake, for the perception
of its own proper object, and for its
own highest culture, is called
Liberal Education .”
The Lyceum proposes “to form
Catholic, liberally educated ladies and
Gentlemen.” We hope that Newman
would be pleased and that he will
bless the third year of our endeavor
from the exalted company of the
saints, among whom he now dwells.
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the Cleveland Museum of Fine Art after drawing class with James Langley.
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families during the academic year.
The school day at Lyceum begins with everything about education from him."
Long-time Little Italy resident Frank
After a three-year stint with a charter
a prayer, as does the beginning and end
Fiorilli said the school has been a real
school company, Langley was
of each class, which is marked by the
plus for the neighborhood. It's not
approached by a wealthy Clevelander
echoing clang of a hand-held bell.
unusual to see the well-dressed
who wanted to talk about starting a
There are no uniforms, but the boys
youngsters strolling the streets or
school such as Trivium here. He
don ties with their shirts and khakis, and
performing volunteer work for senior
traveled to Cleveland and sensed a
the girls favor skirts or dresses. Each
residents, he said.
strong interest in the idea among homemorning, students sweep the floor with
"It's had some impact on the
schoolers and other parents. With
broom and dust pan, as church
community," the retired school teacher
donated seed money and a wing and a
parishioners might have done decades
said. "Their presence is very obvious,
prayer, Langley and his teacher-wife,
ago.
and they present a very good image. It's
Stephanie, packed up and moved their
"It's a kind of total immersion into the
really a model for the city. "
growing family to Cleveland.
classical world," said Mark Langley, the
Lyceum, of course, is not for everyone.
In the fall of 2003, Langley opened
school's founder, headmaster and heartThere are no Friday night football
Lyceum with 13
and-soul. "We want to form students
games. No prom. No marching band. No
students, including
who are able to think for themselves
cheerleading squad.
one graduating
and appreciate beauty."
"I do regret not having the opportunity to
senior, and a
Students, in other words, who are
participate in some extracurricular
shoestring budget.
very much like Langley. In his wrinkled
activities," admits senior Elizabeth
Enrollment doubled
black suit, white shirt and ever-present
Henderson, 17, of Solon, who is finishing
this school year,
necktie, the 36-year-old educator is like
her second year at Lyceum. "But it's a
and the Lyceum's
a tornado that touches everything in its
tradeoff. I love the atmosphere of the
path. He combines the seriousness of a
school. I love the curriculum we're
cl a s s ic a l s c h o l ar w it h a b o yi s h
using. And I find I'm benefiting both
enthusiasm that suggests a Above: Isabel DeRoberts’09
blocks in her drawing at
spiritually and intellectually."
young Tom Hanks.
the CMA. One docent
remarked, “I have
Lyceum students seem to adjust to
Whether pounding out a there
never seen a group of
their school's size, and even find
Renaissance melody on the baby young people here before
carry themselves
advantages in its smallness. There's
grand piano or loudly chanting who
with such dignity .”
no cafeteria, but Lyceum seniors are
the tenses of a verb in Latin,
allowed to walk to Presti's Bakery
Langley looks like there's
Artist
James
Langley
instructs
on Mayfield Road to get coffee,
nowhere else he would rather
Lyceum students in the fine art homemade doughnuts or a slice of
be. When his voice gets too
of drawing. The students spent six
loud, the other teachers close
afternoons drawing works on-site pizza for lunch. The whole school
their classroom doors. But
at the Cleveland Museum of Art. walks to the Cleveland Museum of
Art and other University Circle
Langley is oblivious. He's a onecultural attractions. The rigorous
man band happily singing along
curriculum is offset, in part, by tiny
to the music he's making.
t o t a l
classes that provide lots of
budget
It's a tune that was years in the
individualized help.
stands at
making. Before coming to Cleveland,
"It's difficult, but the teachers help
a b o u t
Langley taught for more than a decade at
you get through it," said Nick
$250,000.
the Trivium School near Boston, a
Grecol, 13, of Brunswick, who is in
Langley
private, classical-education academy
Photos this page by Mark Langley his first year at the school.
figures the
founded in 1979 by his Harvard-educated
At Lyceum, teachers serve as
school, which has three full-time and
father-in-law, John Schmitt.
partners rather than task masters. You
three part-time teachers, can sustain
Langley began his teaching career
can usually find them sitting at the group
itself if enrollment reaches 60 students.
there with a bachelor's degree from
table while a student leads the class
Parents now pay $6,150 to send
Thomas Aquinas College, a small,
through an algebraic problem or
their children to Lyceum, and they
Catholic liberal arts school in California.
grammar lesson.
drive past exclusive private schools -But his real education, in a sense, came
"My role," teacher Mary Bouchey said,
schools that cost three times as much on the job at Trivium.
"is to pose a question that sparks a
- every morning to get them there.
"You could say that the school was my
thought."
Lyceum even has two boarders -- one
classroom," he said. "My father-in-law
To reach this Plain Dealer reporter:
from Steubenville and one from New
was kind of my mentor. I revered his
sstephens@plaind.com, 216-999-4827
Hampshire -- who live with local
experience, and I essentially learned
© 2005 The Plain Dealer
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Fine Art Notecards by artist James Langley
now available for purchase at The Lyceum!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prints of original works by the artist
Fine selection for Christmas and other occasions
Unique gifts for loved ones
Available in sets of twelve with envelopes
All monies go to The Lyceum Scholarship Fund
Limited quantity, to order, call Mary at 216.707.1121
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